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Al Cofrin
Irish Cittern/Guitar/Bagpipes/Vocals

Multi-instrumentalist Al Cofrin performs on Irish cittern, folk 
guitar, and medieval bagpipes. He is a Riverrun Records recording 
artist, and is also the director of nationally known Istanpitta Early 
Music Ensemble. Al’s musical background comes from extensive 
performance in the folk and classical arena and from his academic 
music background from University of Texas in Jazz Theory and 
Rice University Shepherd School of Music. His performance in the 
folk Celtic genre brings a high energy drive to the stage which has 
become a perfect match for Clandestine’s unique sound.

EJ Jones
Highland Bagpipes/Irish Flute/Smallpipes/Vocals

EJ Jones had the dream of playing bagpipes in a folk band as a 
teenager, when he was competing with the Hamilton Pipe Band 
in Houston in the early ’90s and learning the formal music with 
which he still studies and competes. EJ began making Scottish 
smallpipes in 2003 and played his own instruments on Ed Miller’s 
2006 release Never Frae My Mind and Robert Earl Keen’s What I 
Really Mean. EJ released a solo album The Willow in 2002. EJ also 
performs Medieval and Renaissance music on historically inspired 
bagpipes with the groups Brizeus and Istanpitta.

Clandestine is hard-driving, toe-tapping Texas Celtic sound. Formed in 1991, the band 
is known for their brand of blasting tune sets and fresh songs. Piper EJ Jones and fiddler 
Gregory McQueen lead the tunes with the full force of their individual musical energies. 
Al Cofrin brings cittern and occasionally another set of bagpipes to the mix. Percussionist 
and singer Emily Dugas captivates with her original song collaborations with Al, as well 
as her singular interpretations of songs in the Celtic genre. EJ and Al also join Emily on 
vocals, with many songs now set in three-part harmony.

Clandestine is a regular feature at the Texas Scottish Festival and the North Texas Irish 
Festival, as well as their home pub, McGonigel’s Mucky Duck in Houston. The band  
has toured the US extensively and had successful stints in Canada and France. Now, 
Clandestine is poised to tour widely again.

Festivals

Texas Scottish Festival
Arlington, Texas

Grandfather Mountain  
Highland Games
Linville, North Carolina

Celtic Classic
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Pubs and Clubs

Cactus Cafe
Austin, Texas

Poor David’s Pub
Dallas, Texas

McGonigel’s Mucky Duck
Houston, Texas

Godfrey Daniels
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Previous Venues
Gregory McQueen
Fiddle/Bodhran

Gregory has been playing the fiddle for longer than he will admit. 
His passionate playing ranges from tenderly lyrical to fiery and 
breathtakingly original. The challenge of playing with the Highland 
pipes and crossing the bridge of traditional and original songs  
has been a very rewarding experience for both Gregory and  
the audience.

Emily Dugas
Vocals/Percussion

Emily Dugas is continuing in the wonderland of music with her 
incredible talents in both singing and drumming. It’s a fusion of 
Celtic tunes and songs that’ll get your brains working and your 
feet tapping. Between the drumming and the singing and the  
humor, there’ll be little time to catch your breath.

Celtic music, with Texas style


